ZEBULON ANNOUNCES NEW FEATURES OF THE ZAVOLI CNG CONVERSION KIT
- Plug-n-Play Wiring Harness, Single Regulator, Direct Injection and Diesel Conversion Systems DES MOINES, IA — November 11, 2014 — Zebulon Innovations, the Exclusive North American
Distributor of Zavoli compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquid petroleum gas (LPG) conversion systems
today announced the availability of new features for the Zavoli's bi-fuel CNG and LPG conversion
systems. Additionally, Zebulon announced new technology innovations planned for the first-quarter of
2015.

Zavoli has been in operation since the 1970s and it remains the most prestigious brands in CNG
Conversions world-wide with over 200,000 units sold annually. All parts of the system are designed,
engineered, and manufactured by Zavoli. There are a variety of features that place the Zavoli CNG
Conversion System at the top tier of its category – its sequential injection system automatically switches
to CNG (or LPG if using a propane system) when engine parameters allow and then switch from CNG
when tank runs out. New features of the system are its Plug-N-Play which eliminates any splicing into
the vehicle’s wire harness. An additional feature is the adoption of a single, very powerful and durable
regulator for all horse power (HP) engines. With Zavoli’s BORA Software, the system can be calibrated to
withstand all the rigors of driving including hard braking, idling, and pulling various loads while providing
high performance CNG fuel injection to match your vehicle’s fuel map requirements. The BORA Software
was introduced in 2013, but remains a key features about the Zavoli system allowing the industry’s
easiest to use microprocessor and interface which supports the built-in automatic correction and
calibration system. The Auto-Tune feature uses advanced algorithms to tune your vehicle to perfection.
The precisely selected injection times make the system the best and most versatile. Systems and parts
are readily available for immediate shipping for Zavoli CNG bi-fuel CNG Conversion Systems for 4, 6, 8
and 10 cylinder vehicles.
“The great thing about distributing for Zavoli is their world-class R&D team. These latest features are not
needed in Europe and Asia’s smaller cars, but Zavoli’s R&D team has truly listened to the needs of the
North American consumer and created these features specifically for the U.S. brands and engine groups.
Zavoli isn’t stopping there, we will also be introducing bi-fuel diesel conversion and direct injection
conversion systems in the first quarter of 2015” said Lee Nelson, Zebulon Innovations’ Chief Technology
Officer.

The advent of these new R&D features allows Zebulon Innovations to dramatically accelerate its dealer/
installer conversion network throughout the United States and Canada. Advancing technologies,
additional EPA Approvals and the low cost of the Zavoli kit have been very well received in the U.S. CNG
market. There is a gap in the retrofit market (Intermediate useful Life) kits. Zavoli is committed to the
U.S. market and they have stepped up their R&D efforts to address these U.S. market nuances. Zebulon
intends to increase the number of EPA approvals for additional engine groups and we plan to add dealer/
installers and fleet customers.

Zebulon Innovations
Zebulon Innovations was created by U.S. entrepreneurs to identify the world’s best CNG and LPG
products and introduce them to the North American market. Zebulon Innovations provides a full-scale
line-up of CNG and LPG solutions, including Zavoli CNG Conversion Kits, CNG and LPG tanks, a
network of world-class ASE Certified installers and CNG refueling equipment including Bauer

compressors, BRC Fuelmaker compressors and CUBOGAS CNG refueling stations. For more information
about CNG or Zebulon Innovations, you may refer to www.zebgas.com.
Zavoli Srl
Zavoli Srl is an Italian company and subsidiary of Fuel Systems Solutions (NYSE: FSYS) headquartered
in New York, NY. Zavoli is a world leader in the designing and manufacturing proprietary CNG and LPG
bi-fuel systems providing vehicle owners the many benefits of CNG and LPG, abundant, clean and more
economical transportation fuel. For more information about Zavoli, you may reference www.zavoli.com
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